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Patent citations to science provide a paper trail of knowledge flow from science to innovation, and have attracted 

a lot of attention in recent years.  However, most studies rely on patent front-page references.  We compare these 

two types of references and test whether they lead to the same analytical results regarding the relationship 

between science and innovation.  Using a dataset of 33,337 USPTO biotech utility patents and their 860,879 in-

text references and 637,570 front-page references to Web of Science journal articles, we found a remarkable low 

overlap between these two types of references.  In-text references are more basic and have more scientific 

citations than front-page references.  In-text references are less interdisciplinary but more novel than front-page 

references, but the differences are small.  Furthermore, they lead to very different results when investigating how 

basicness, interdisciplinarity, novelty, and scientific citations affect patent citations. 

 

1. Introduction 

Since the pioneer work of Nunn and Oppenheim (1980), Narin and Noma (1985), and  

Tamada et al. (2006), sNPRs have been widely used for studying the interaction between 

science and technology (Hicks et al., 2000; Ke, 2020a, 2020b; Poege et al., 2019; Popp, 2017; 

Veugelers & Wang, 2019).  However, most studies use patent front-page references and 

ignore patent in-text references.  Front-page references are the references listed on the front 

page of the patent document, which are deemed as relevant prior art for assessing 

patentability.  In-text references are references embedded in patent full text, serving a similar 

role as references in scientific papers. 

 

Some recent studies have shown that in-text references embody information that is different 

from front-page references and provide a better proxy of knowledge flow (Bryan et al., 2020; 

Marx & Fuegi, 2020; Verberne et al., 2019; Voskuil & Verberne, 2021).  Front-page 

references are generated because of patent applicants’ legal duty to disclose prior art that is 

relevant for assessing the patentability of the focal invention.  In comparison, in-text 

references are more like references in academic papers and may capture prior research that 

has enabled or influenced the focal invention but does not directly relate to patentability.  

Consistent with the process through which references are generated, several earlier studies 

based on surveys or interviews have suggested that front-page references may not represent a 

direct link between the citing patent and the cited scientific paper, but the cited scientific 

paper plays a more indirect role as a source of relevant background information (Callaert et 

al., 2014; Meyer, 2000; Nagaoka & Yamauchi, 2015; Tijssen et al., 2000).  In their work that 

pioneered the analysis of patent front-page references, Narin and Noma (1985) stated that 

patent in-text references might be a better instrument for tracing knowledge flow from science 

to technology.  Bryan et al. (2020) provided further evidence supporting this statement:  First, 

using paper-patent-pairs (which consists of a scientific paper and a patent about the same 

biotech research output), references in the paired paper are much more likely to be cited by 

the paired patent in text rather than on front page.  Second, using firm survey data, the number 

of a company’s patent in-text references to science is more strongly correlated with its 

reliance on science as reported by its R&D manager.  Furthermore, Marx and Fuegi (2020) 



found that in-text references are older, less localized, less self-cited, more interdisciplinary, 

and more cited by future patents, compared with front-page references. 

 

Taken together, prior studies suggest that in-text reference is a better proxy of knowledge 

flow and that studies using in-text reference may discover patterns different from studies 

using front-page references.  Therefore, this paper will compare the difference between patent 

in-text and front-page references, and test whether results concerning science technology 

linkages will be different depending on which types of references are being used. 

 

2. Data and method 

2.1. Data 

Our paper-patent-links data come from Voskuil and Verberne (2021).  They trained the state-

of-the-art BERT-based machine-learning models for extracting patent in-text references to 

scientific papers.  The pre-trained BERT models were fine-tuned on a set of 1,952 hand-

labelled references in 22 patent documents.  The algorithm automatically classified words into 

three categories: (B) the beginning of a reference, (I) inside a reference, and (O) outside a 

reference.  The accuracy of the algorithm is reflected in its prediction power for B and I labels 

(Ramshaw & Marcus, 1999; Sang & De Meulder, 2003).  The accuracy of the best-

performing method, as measured in leave-one-out validation, is very high: test recall and 

precision are 94.7% and 95.4% respectively for beginnings of citations, and 98.6% and 97.6% 

for words inside citations.  Subsequently, they matched the extracted in-text references (as 

well as front-page references) to journal articles in Web of Science (WoS) using rule-based 

reference parsing.  The final dataset consists of all the biotech utility patents granted by 

USPTO from 2006 to 2010 retrieved from Google Patents, and each patent is linked to a set of 

its referenced WoS journal articles, in text or on front-page.  In total, the dataset for our 

analysis consists of 33,337 patents and their 860,879 in-text and 637,570 front-page 

references to scientific papers in WoS. 

 

2.2. Measures 

Patent citations.  For each patent, we count how many times it is cited by future patents, using 

a five-year citations time window, following the common practice. 

 

Basicness.  For each scientific paper, we measure its basicness using the approach propsod by 

Weber (2013) for biomedical research, which classifies a paper as highly basic if it only has 

cell/animal-related MeSH terms but no human-related MeSH terms, moderately basic if it has 

both cell/animal- and human-related MeSH terms, and not basic (i.e., clinical) if it only has 

human-related but not cell/animal-related MeSH terms.  This measure is an ordinal measure, 

and its attributes 1, 2, and 3 correspond to not basic, moderately basic, and highly basic, 

respectively. 

 

Interdisciplinarity we adopt the Rao-Stirling measure (Stirling, 2007), which captures all the 

three diversity dimensions (i.e., variety, balance, and disparity) of the involved disciplines 

underlying a study. 

 

Novelty. We adopt the measure developed by Wang et al. (2017), which follows the 

combinatorial novelty perspective and identifies novel paper as the ones that makes 

unprecedented combinations of pre-existing knowledge components, where knowledge 

components are proxied by referenced journals.  This measure is a binary variable: 1 if novel 

and 0 if not novel. 

 



Scientific citations. We count the number of forward citations a scientific paper receives from 

future papers in the Web of Science (WoS) database, using a five-year citation time window. 

 

3. Comparing in-text and front-page references 

We first examine the overlap between patent front-page and in-text references.  The 33,337 

USPTO biotech patents in our sample made 1,325,168 references to WoS papers either in text 

or on front page.  In other words, pooling together in-text and front-page reference uncovers 

1,325,168 paper-patent-links.  Among them 860,879 are in-text references, and 637,570 are 

front-page references.  Figure 1 reports the overlap between in-text and front-page references.  

In total, 173,281 references appear both in the text and on the front page of the same patent, 

which accounts for only 20% of all in-text references and 27% of all front-page references. 

 

Figure 1: Overlap between in-text and front-page references. 

 
 

We further assess the difference between in-text and front-page references in terms of their 

basicness, interdisciplinarity, novelty, and scientific citations.  Figure 2 plots the distributions 

of these four measures for in-text and front-page references separately.  Because the sample 

size is large, all the mean differences are highly significant (i.e., p<0.001) according to Welch 

two sample t-tests and Wilcoxon rank sum tests, although the difference in interdisciplinarity 

and novelty seem very small in size.  Taken together, results show that in-text references are 

more basic and have more scientific citations than front-page references.  In-text references 

are less interdisciplinary but more novel than front-page references, but the differences are 

small.  This finding suggests that studies of which kinds of science is more cited by patents 

might be sensitive to whether the data come from patent in-text or front-page references. 

 



Figure 2.  Distribution of basicness, interdisciplinarity, novelty, and scientific citations, by in-

text and front-page references. 

 
 

5. Relationship between science character and patent citations 

In the next step we estimate how the characteristics of referenced science affect patent value, 

as measured by patent forward citations, where referenced science is based on in-text 

references.  The dependent variable is an over-dispersed count variable, so we fit a series of 

Negative Binomial (NB) models.  Regression results are reported in Table 1.  Column 1 

reports the NB model that uses whether having scientific references as the focal independent 

variable and incorporates the complete set of patent’s issuing year and IPC class dummies.  

The result suggests that patents having in-text scientific references receive 29.1% more patent 

citations than patents not having in-text scientific references, issued in the same year and IPC 

class.  Within the set of patents that have in-text scientific references, we further examine the 

intensity of reliance on science, that is, the number of referenced scientific papers.  This 

independent variable is also a count variable and has a skewed distribution, so we take its 

natural logarithm for regression analysis.  Column 2 shows that as a patent’s number of 

referenced papers increases by 1%, its patent citations increase by 0.122%. 

 



Then we move on to explore the characteristics of referenced science.  Column 3-6 each uses 

average basicness, interdisciplinarity, novelty, and scientific citations of referenced papers as 

the focal independent variable.  In all these models, the ln(number) of scientific references is 

controlled for, in addition to patent issuing year and IPC class.  Avg(Scientific citations) is 

skewed so it takes natural logarithm transformation for regression analysis.  Column 3 shows 

that, as the average basicness of referenced papers increases by 1, patent citations decrease by 

7.0%, holding all other variables fixed.  Column 4 suggests no significant effects of 

interdisciplinarity.  Column 5 shows that, as the average novelty of referenced papers 

increases by 1, patent citations increase by 15.6%, holding all other variables fixed.  Column 

6 suggests no significant effects of scientific citations.  Column 7 further fits a model with all 

these four variables together and yields consistent results as running separate models for each 

independent variable (i.e., Column 3-6).  In summary, patents building on less basic but more 

novel science are more impactful in the technological domain. 

 

We repeat all the analyses using front-page references instead, to test whether using front-

page will lead to the same findings.  As shown in regression results in Table 2.  Results are 

very different.   

 

Table 1. In-text references and patent citations 
 Patent citations 

NB 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

I(sNPR) 0.291*** 

(0.029) 

      

ln(sNPRs)  0.122*** 

(0.011) 

0.133*** 

(0.012) 

0.122*** 

(0.011) 

0.122*** 

(0.011) 

0.124*** 

(0.011) 

0.136*** 

(0.012) 

Avg(Basicness)   -0.070* 

(0.034) 

   -0.073* 

(0.035) 

Avg(Interdisciplinarity)    0.622 

(0.446) 

  0.219 

(0.506) 

Avg(Novelty)     0.156+ 

(0.082) 

 0.175* 

(0.086) 

ln(Avg(Scientific 

citations) +1) 

     -0.009 

(0.013) 

-0.009 

(0.014) 

Issue year Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

IPC class Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

N 33337 26872 26012 26709 26872 26872 25930 

BIC 152066 123120 118841 122524 123115 123130 118555 

Unit of analysis: patent.  The dependent variable is the number of patent forward citations.  

Each column reports one Negative Binomial regression model.  Column 1 estimates the effect 

of having scientific references.  Within the set of patents citing scientific papers, Column 2 

estimates the effect of the natural log number of referenced papers.  Column 3-6 estimate 

effects of the average basicness, interdisciplinarity, novelty, and scientific citations separately, 

controlling for the number of referenced papers.  Column 7 fits a model with all these five 

variables together.  All models control for the complete set of patent issuing year and IPC 

class dummies.  Robust standard errors in parentheses.  *** p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05, +p 

< .10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2. Front-page references and patent citations 
 Patent citations 

NB 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

I(sNPR) 0.229*** 

(0.035)       

ln(sNPRs) 

 

0.210*** 

(0.010) 

0.222*** 

(0.010) 

0.213*** 

(0.010) 

0.210*** 

(0.010) 

0.203*** 

(0.011) 

0.214*** 

(0.011) 

Avg(Basicness) 

  

-0.007 

(0.031)    

0.029 

(0.030) 

Avg(Interdisciplinarity) 

   

1.759*** 

(0.356)   

2.038*** 

(0.393) 

Avg(Novelty) 

    

0.102 

(0.071)  

-0.019 

(0.077) 

ln(Avg(Scientific 

citations)+1)      

0.025+ 

(0.014) 

0.051** 

(0.015) 

Issue year Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

IPC class Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

N 33337 29110 27999 28982 29110 29110 27959 

BIC 152144 132262 127270 131696 132269 132267 127043 

This table repeats Table 1 but uses science measures based on front-page references instead.  

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05, +p < .10. 

 

 

3. Conclusion 

This paper examined differences between patent in-text and front-page references.  Using 

front-page references cannot replicate the results based on in-text references regarding the 

relation between the characteristics of referenced science and patent value.  Our results also 

contribute to the studies of patent references to the scientific literature.  The inconsistencies 

between the results based on in-text and front-page references indicate that our results might 

be sensitive to data source and that we need to be more cautious.  Different types of reference 

might be more appropriate for different research questions. 

 

 

Open science practices 

We have made all computer code underlying the dataset public available.  The dataset used 

for this paper is results of a pilot study.  We are currently producing a larger dataset covering 

all USPTO and EPO patents, and we plan to make the final dataset public. 
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